
SELECTIVE RACK

DRIVE IN RACK PALLET FLOW RACK

+    Offered in a wide variety of sizes, styles and gauges
+    Meets capacity and seismic requirements
+    Available in structural or roll formed
+    Compatible with most brands and existing applications

Maximizing the efficiency and productivity of a facility is no simple task. With so many variables constantly 
changing, getting the most out of your business space is critical for your individualized success. Streamlining 
operations from the ground up can drastically increase bottom line profits. Contact our consultants to learn more 
about how we can help your business save space and maximize profitability with our pallet rack and storage 
solutions.

PUSH BACK RACK

+    Holds up to 3,000 pounds capacity in 2–6 deep systems
+    Low profile inter-nested carts are linked when extended
+    Increased storage in applications with multiple pallets per 
      SKU 

+    Designed to maximize space with multiple pallets deep
+    Available in double wide systems
+    Utilized in a wide variety of industries from
      food/beverage and agriculture to import/export, 
      petroleum and bulk product handling

+    Offers deep lane storage and FIFO control for pallet      
      handling
+    Available in steel and polycarbonate wheels
+    Full Roller pallet flow compatible with multiple size pallets,  
      heavy loads and beverage applications

COST EFFECTIVE, EFFICIENT, STORAGE SOLUTIONS



CANTILEVER RACK CARTON FLOW RACK

MEZZANINES

+    Maximizes storage space and facilitates product acces
+    Great solution for lumber, steel, pipe and other long loads
+    Allows long and short inventory to be stored in the same bay
+    Various arms available to meet any heavy load requirement

+    Works well in piece picking areas
+    Replenish product from back of rack without interrupting  
       picking
+    More pick faces per bay of rack = less walking with   
      higher pick rates

This semi-automated high density storage system allows 
for a maximum use of warehouse space. Store more pallets 
deep since channels can stand more than 131 ft high. 

Rather than move to a new facility, mezzanines allow you 
to easily add on a surprising amount of extra usable floor 
space for storage, work room, or for whatever other needs 
you may have.

RADIOSHUTTLE

If you are looking for a partner to set up a warehouse with the most productive, effective solutions the industry provides - 
call for a free consultation.  We have knowledge and experience in all warehouse solutions. 
                sales@raymondwest.com | 800.669.5438 | raymondwest.com


